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Note from the Coordination Team
Melli Annamalai, The Asha Coordination Team

Oindrilla Choudhury 13 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Note from the Coordination Team

When I began volunteering for Asha, I was thrilled
that I could donate some money with the thought
that it would do so much good in India since it
would be multiplied 40 times. “We can help educate so many children and give them choices and
opportunities we have,” I thought. I was avidly focused on fundraising. I wanted to raise more and
more funds to help more and more children. Raise
more money, run more schools, and we would have
change, I thought. I was wrong.
The chapter I was with began to focus on projects
so I began to look at the projects that were funded
more closely. I read project documents, called and
discussed issues with projects. I visited projects
and spent time there. And I began to understand
the real complexities in socio-economic change
through education.

14 years after Asha began in 1991, Asha has looked
to understand these issues. We understand that
socio-economic change is not just about making
schools accessible – it is about quality of education,
curriculum, midday meals for nutrition and health
to learn, access to books to widen a child’s horizons,
and a whole lot of other things. Helping gain access to quality education means providing a library,
facilitating ﬁeld trips, funding a teacher, building a
kitchen for a school, providing Science equipment,
encouraging two-way dialogues in schools, and so
on. It also means understanding the complexities
and challenges migrant workers face to educate
their children, the extraordinary difﬁculties children in vulnerable situations such as children of
sex-workers and children on the street face, the social dynamics that spill into the classroom. All of
these issues have to be addressed in projects.

Some type of school often exists within a mile of a
child’s home. And enrollment in class I was at a
near 100% in some states. Why then did only 1012% complete class X successfully? Why could so
many students past primary schools barely read
and write? Why did education seem useless for real
empowerment, to avoid exploitation? Why did education that was part of the curriculum seem to have
very little relevance to the day-to-day life of a child?
Does education help in real socio-economic change?
What was the goal of education – was it focused on
a job or something more? What kind of education
gave children real choices in life? Was literacy sufﬁcient? Was ﬁnishing primary school sufﬁcient?
Till what level should education be supported?

The range of work Asha chapters and volunteers
did this year reﬂects this evolution of Asha from a
charity focused organization to a mature organization that understands that funds is just one part
of the problem. The Asha Advocacy group studies several policy discussions underway in society.
An increasing emphasis on improving government
schools comes from the belief that education for all
was a duty of the government. It is also based on
the realization that the government has a large
budget for education – not enough, but much more
than what any non-proﬁt group could provide – and
that the funds were not used effectively. Working
with very vulnerable children meant selecting the
partner organization with care, ensuring that the
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additional complexities were well understood by
the organization. Providing a library for schools is
strongly encouraged with several chapters automatically approving an additional small amount of
funds to every supported project.

but choices in ﬁghting exploitation, choices in options when a child is sick, choices in getting out of
the level in society’s hierarchy they are born into,
and so on. Fundraising, projects work, advocacy
– we will do what it takes to reach that goal.

It is important to us that we reach the goal we set for
ourselves. Our goal is socio-economic change, and
we are determined to work on education with that
goal in mind. Socio-economic change can be deﬁned
as having increased choices in life. One of our goals
is to ensure that children have more choices than
their parents. These are not just choices in jobs,

We would never have come this far without your
support. It is your unquestioning and unwavering support that helps us be introspective, question
ourselves, and do the right thing to reach our goal.
Thank you.
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My Reflections on the Asha Wide Conference, Chicago, 2005
Ravi Manghani

Subha Sarkar 13 years,
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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This was my ﬁrst Asha wide conference, not counting the Asha West Coast conference 2004 at Seattle. A big incentive for me to attend the conference
was to see some faces which till then had been only
e-mail ids in the Asha mailing list discussions, or
those voices that I had got used to on Asha-wide
conference calls. I took a red-eye to Chicago on Friday night (May 29th) to be on time for the key-note
address ( but importantly for morning breakfacst!). There couldn’t have been a better start to the
conference than to have Dr. J.P. Prakash (National Coordinator and founder of Lok Satta, People
Power). He has been a champion for a non-partisan people’s movement for better governance. He
gave a powerful keynote address of how Asha can
ﬁt in and focus on simple interventions in school
education, university schooling, health care and
creating leadership opportunities.
There were many interesting sessions and it will
require more than just a page to truly share the
learning and experiences shared in each one of
them. There were a lot of action items and these
have been listed on:
http://asha14minutes.blogspot.com
Most importantly, I would like to mention a few,
for example a fund-raising proposal where Gautam
Patil, an experienced climber from Bay Area will
be climbing the Mt. Everest in the summer of 2006.
For this, an Asha-climb group has been set-up for
managing the logistics. The Chicago chapters is also
working towards an Asha Representative Council
(ARC) process for Tsunami recovery proposals.

In addition, Vignesh (Secretaru, Asha) talked about
“International registration” to enable Asha to move
out the mode of constant ﬁre-ﬁghting and to get
more organizational accountability. There were
presentations on right to information and right to
campaign. Anand ( Project Coordinator, Asha) talked about the impact of the Asha projects in general
touching on the core values of Asha’s mission statement, that is, empowerment through education.
There were few breakout sessions dealing with
Asha fellowship. Tsunami recovery work, Asha
and technology, Asha sanctuary, and working with
Government schools. There were updatds from the
treasury, web, publicity, and fundraising teams.
Most importantly, we had a long session dedicated to drafting an ARC proposal which envisions a
one-step approval of Asha-India projects that have
met a deﬁned set of criteria. Few volunteers from
Chicago chapter are also working on getting a better software tool for treasury team and this will be
shared Asha wide eventually.
The end note address was delivered by Sam Pitroda, an internationally respected telecom inventor,
management guru and entrepreneur best known for
revolutionizing telecommunication in India during
this tenure are Chief Technology advisor to the then
PM, Rajiv Gandhi. He talked about knowledge- its
relevance and access, connectivity and applications,
knowledge concepts related to university, education, research institutes and patent laws and lastly
about e-governance. He briefed us about his role as
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the chair of National Knowledge Commision; constituted by India’s current Prime Minister, Dr. Singh
The conference was attended by 60-65 volunteers
from 30 chapters, including Germany and newly
formed Canada chapter. It is not possible to have
been to an Asha conference and not talk about food
and the famous all-night discussions. Kudos to Asha
Chicago volunteers for arranging our stay at a hostel; it was a great choice as all Asha volunteers

stayed under one roof(going well with the spirit of
Asha) debating into the wee hours of dawn over
multiple shots of Red Bull.
No trip is complete for me without missing a ﬂight,
and I didn’t disappoint this time either. After an extended stay at one of the Chicago volunteer’s house
on Monday night, I returned to Seattle all charged
up on Tuesday afternoon, with fond memories, new
friends, and the same mission” to bring about socioeconomic change through medium of education.
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Snapshots for 2005
Asha Cleveland

Oindrilla Choudhury 13 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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The year 2005 was a very exciting and busy year for
Asha for Education, Cleveland Chapter. The year
began on a very devastating note, with the tsunami
hitting the coastal regions of southern India. Asha
Cleveland was quick to get organized in order to respond to one of the largest natural calamities that
our generation has seen.
The support that we received from you, the donor
community, was immense. More than 200 of you
supported us by attending our fundraising dinner in
January, and we raised over $8,000 from this event.
This allowed us to start seed funding for some of
the relief efforts already underway. The support
provided by the Gujrati Samaj was unparalleled,
enabling us to raise $31,000 to support long-term
rehabilitation efforts in tsunami-hit areas.
Last years’ installment of our Notes of Hope concert
series was a huge hit, thanks to your generosity
and participation. Sarod Maestro Amjad Ali Khan,
along with his sons have a smashing performance at
the Celveland Institute of Music in September. You
helped make this show an incredible experience of
Asha Celveland. We raised $17,000 from the event,
and the artists enjoyed themselves playing in front
of a full house.
2005 was also a very critical year for Asha Cleveland
in terms of volunteer base. We have gone through
a sort of “changing of the guard”…. While our older
volunteers have provided guidance, much of the
leadership tasks have been taken on by newer

volunteers. We are very conﬁdent that the trust
that you have placed in Asha Cleveland will never
go misplaced. Our newly-elected Executive Committee is raring to go! We look forward to your continued support.
Some of the memorable moments and key achievements:

Project Damini
The Rotary Club of Hillcrest, along with Asha
Cleveland is supporting Project Damini, a project
whose mission is to improve the lives of HIV-affected women in Mumbai.
Dr. Asavari Herwadkar runs Project Damini, a part
of the Ojas Institute. The project’s main mission is
to improve the lives of HIV-affected women, and
their children. The project includes various components that address different facets of the problem,
such as health, vocational training, schooling for
children etc.
Asha Cleveland introduced this group to the Rotary
Club at Hillcrest, and during the course of 2005, we
have helped engineer a relationship between the
Rotary Club and project Damini. The Club is now
beginning to provide support for the health component of the project by way of procuring a van that
would serve a mobile clinic in the Nehru Nagar area
of Mumbai.
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Dr. Sandeep Pandey in Cleveland

AID Saathi Chandra Ani

Asha co-founder and Magsaysay Award winner Dr.
Sandeep Pandey visited Cleveland in October 2005.

Chandra Anil works with Association for India’s
Development (AID) in Chennai. Her focus is on preprimary and primary school education for children
in underprivileged sections of Chennai city, as well
as in rural Tamil Nadu. Chandra visited us in May
2005 to talk with us about her work. She is currently coordinating several initiatives including
non-formal tuition centers for children as well as
inexpensive libraries. These libraries are essentially run by volunteers in the villages, and provide
much-needed access to readable and easily understandable material on social issues.

Dr. Sandeep Pandey visited Cleveland and spoke
to us about the work he is currently involved in. He
have two talks while in Cleveland. One was hosted by Asha Cleveland, and in his talk, Dr. Pandey
shared with Asha volunteers and donors some details about the campaign for livelihoods of people
affected by giant cola industries in India. He also
spoke about the work that Asha india is leasding in
the domain of public awareness and education.
Dr. Pandey also have an invited lecture in Mandel
School of Non-Proﬁt Management at Case Western
Reserve University. In that talk, Dr. Pandey spoke
about the state of primary education in India, and
told the store of his own involvement in the reform
processes with respect to primary education.

The Eureka Kalvi Nilayam ( Eureka Education
Center) that AID Chennai runs produced numerous
booklets and pamphlets on a wide range of topics
– from facts about tsunami, health issues, fun stories for children to basic science. These booklets are
disseminated through a library network that had
over 1000 centers all across Tamil Nadu.
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Asha Zurich Project Report
Asha Zurich

Soneka Barai 12 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Asha Zurich is supporting 4 projects in India:
1) Vivekananda Ashram, Hooghly, West Bengal
2) Akshardeep, Pune, Maharashtra
3) Parivaarm Kolkata, West Bengal
4) Vishwamandal Sevashram, Dhule, Maharashtra

Vivekananda Ashram
This project involved the construction of a school
building in the premises of the Vivekananda Ashram for the beneﬁt of students in the village of
Adisaptagram, West Bengal. The construction of
the building has now been completed and it was inaugurated on the 15th August 2004. Asha Zurich
remains in touch with the project to make sure that
the newly constructed building delivers the intended beneﬁts to students.
Funds contributed by Asha Zurich : CHF 14,800

Parivaar
The Parivaar Residential School and Resource
Centre for underprivileged children aims at the

empowerment of underprivileged children from segments such as orphans, street children and children
of commercial sex workers.
Parivaar was initiated by students and professors
at the Indian Institute of Management, Kolkata.
The project provides a stable basis for the lives of
these children, thus enabling them to reap the beneﬁts of a long-term formal education and ease their
integration into the social mainstream. Asha Zurich is funding 10 children for the year 2004-05.
Funding sanctioned by Asha Zurich : CHF 4,000
Amount disbursed to date: CHF 1,900

Akshardeep
This project involved the construction of a school
The project involves the running costs for several
non-formal education centres in Pune, Maharashtra. Asha Zurich has received very good responses
from various volunteers who have made site visits
to this project and Asha Zurich continues to support
this project.
Funds contributed by Asha Zurich : CHF 8,000
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Vishwamandal Sevashram
The objective of this project is the education of the
children of the Bhil tribe in Dhule district, Maharashtra. Due to the isolation of the region, there are
no functional government schools for the children
to attend, thus the need for the 25 schools run under this project. In addition, the Vishwamandal

Sevashram undertakes various other development
projects such as watershed development, organic
farming and medical training has has a long history of developmental work in the area. Asha Zurich will provide partial funding for the project for a
minimum of one year.
Funding sanctioned by Asha Zurich: CHF 8,000
Amount disbursed to date: CHF 4,200
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The Asha Advocacy Group
Means of Change

Raghav Kausik, Asha Seattle

Subha Sarkar 13 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Asha for Education does an excellent job of partnering with various groups in India that perform
grass roots work. For this purpose, Asha solicits
donations which are then disbursed at zero overhead. A lot of work is involved in this seemingly
simple process, such as identifying genuine partner
groups, evaluating their proposals, maintenance of
regular contact with the partner groups, publicity
for various fund drives, keeping accounts of the disbursed amounts for tax auditing, etc. Today, Asha
has over sixty chapters world-wide and raises over
one million US dollars annually. All of these funds
are maximally utilized for grass roots activities for
brining about socio-economic changes through education. Quite impressive indeed!
The time has come to ask whether a large organization such as Asha should merely continue doing what it already is doing, namely being a “slam
dunk” charity, or expand the nature and scope of
its activities. While what Asha currently does is
immensely valuable, it does not directly inﬂuence
government policy or bring pressure on the government for better implementation of existing policies.
Let’s consider the implementation of some Government schemes in schools as an example. Several reports had showed that Government policies such as
the mid-day meal program can have a huge impact
on education. It is well-known that introducing the
mid-day meal program into schools tremendously
increased attendance in schools. To quote the renowned development economist, jean Dreze,..”Welldevised school meals have much to contribute to

the advancement of elementary education, child
nutrition, and social equity”. However, while examining the history of the mid-day meal program
implementation in India, we learn that this was not
done at the behest of well-intentioned government
ofﬁcials. Rather, it was the widespread lobbying of
grass root organizations that this scheme ﬁnally was
the light of the day. The “Right to Food” campaign
(web site is http:///www.righttofoodindi.org) was
instrumental in leading up to the Supreme Court
ruling on November 28, 2001 asking all states to
introduce cooked meals in all government and government assisted primary schools. There are many
other groups working towards policy-level advocacy. Another example is CRY( Child Relief and You)
which is engaged in promoting NAFRE, the National Alliance of Fundamental Right to Education.
The Advocacy group at Asha-Seattle was recently
initiated with the intention of utilizing Asha’s inﬂuence to lobby for policy-level changes in the educational system in India. While we began by analyzing the current NCERT curriculum framework for
middle schools, the topic of focus that has emerged
from our discussion group is gender-based issues,
including education. The rationale for this, other
than the obvious moral imperative, is that studies have shown that women’s empowerment has
far-reaching consequences on overall development.
For example, women’s education is the single most
inﬂuential factor in improving child health and in
redicing infant mortality. Women’s education also directly impacts the fertility rate, which is the average
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number of children per couple. A fertility rate of 2.1
is the replacement rate, whereby a population replaces itself. Recent statistics show that India fares
very poorly in women’s education. As of 2001, only
47% of adult women were literate in India, in contrast to ﬁgures like 97% and 88.6% for Cuba and Sri
Lanka, respectively. In fact, India is much worse
than Bangladesh on several human development
factors, even though India’s growth rate ( in terms
of GDP) is much higher. For instance, maternal
mortality rates in India and Bangladesh are 540
and 380 per 100,000 live births, respectively. Several indicators of gender bias, such as the female
male ratios in primary education, and labor force
participation also place Bangladesh in a more favorable light. Very laudably, Bangladesh actually

spends almost double the amount that India does,
as a percentage of the GDP, on public health. All of
this goes to show the utterly lo-sided and distorted
nature of India’s development strategy. Even within India, the disparity between the various states
is quite striking (please see the following article
“Looking Beyond Numbers”). For example, the fertility rates in Kerala and Tamil Nadu are less than
2.1 ( the replacement rate), whereas the fertility
rate of Rajasthan is 4.2. Similarly, while the overall
female male ratio for India is 1058:1000, the corresponding ratio in speciﬁc pockets like Haryana is
much lower, at 861:1000. Indeed, one of the primary reasons why states such as Kerala and Himachal
Pradesh have much higher literacy rates is because
these states have ensured empowerment of women
through various policy implementations.
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It is worth reﬂecting how a free and open press
in a democratic society ought to handle these issues. If we are to believe the often repeated clichéd
taglines of media empires, we would expect these
issues to make the headlines of our papers. However, as we know from media reporting today that
nothing could be farther from reality. This real
picture of India, being far removed from the image
of glitzy, booming software empire that is emerging as a major economic superpower, is simply
not newsworthy always! It is preferable or rather
“fashionable” to express outrage, instead, at the
plight of women under the Taliban while turning
a blind eye to the atrocities at home. This ought to
tell us a good deal about the intellectual and moral
culture of our times.

The Advocacy group continues to study these and
other issues. Our ﬁndings are posted as referenced
blog entries, accompanied by pertinent bibliography. These articles are meant to provide information to the reader and also to initiate discussions.
The advocacy group plans to network with other
like-minded groups in India and US and through
petitions, focus on lobbying based campaigns to
bring about changes in existing policies. The other
goal of the group is to spread awareness among the
local community and among volunteers. We plan
to do this through blogging, public presentations/
workshops and discussion forum. If you are interested in joining the group or knowing more about it,
please contact seattle@ashanet.org.
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Christmas with Parivaar
Dipanjan Banerjee, Asha Zurich

Sunita Barai 10 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Parivaar is a rehabilitation and education resource
initiative for vulnerable children located in the
south-eastern suburbs of Kolkata, (formerly Calcutta), West Bengal. Its mission is to change the
lives of homeless children – orphans, street children
and the children of sex workers – by permanent rehabilitation in a loving and caring ‘family’ environment and through the beneﬁts of long-term formal
education, creating the basis upon which children
can grow into self-fulﬁlling and socially responsible individuals. The organization was founded by
Professor and graduates of the Indian Institute of
Management (IIM) Kolkata and currently houses
70 children. Asha Zurich provides ﬁnancial support
for eleven children in Parivaar.
I visited Parivaar ( which means ‘family’ in Hindi)
on Christmas Day, 2004. My mont-long trip to India
was drawing to a close and I didn’t want to miss the
opportunity of spending some time with the children at Parivaar. Mr. Arindam Banerjee, an active
volunteer and member of the Parivaar Governing
Body suggested that Chirstmas day would be the
perfect day for a date with Parivaar.
When I reached Parviaar, it was Mr. Banerjee who
cordially greeted me and led me to their small by
cosy ofﬁce. There I met Mr. Vinayak Lohani and
Mr. Nimai Saha, the two other dedicated souls of
Parivaar. I had an engaging discussion with the
committed trio about Parivaar and its future plans
of expansion and relocation to a new site. The
plan was to include another 50-60 children in the
Parivaar family and to construct a brand new

residential complex. Bala Asharam (children’s
home). Vinayak also explained to me their Support
a Child( SAC) program, Through the SAC scheme
an individual (or group of individuals) can extend
support to one child at Parivaar. The aim of SAC is
to generate ﬁnancial support for this child till he or
she completes college or vocational education and is
able to support him or herself. Through SAC:
1) The individual benefactors are associated with
the child over the period the support is given.
2) Periodic updates on the progress of the child are
sent to the benefactors.
3) The benefactors may visit Parivaar and meet the
supported child under Parivaar’s guiding norms.
4) The annual cost of supporting one child at
Parivaar is INR 12,300 (approx. CHF 350)
Mr. Saha then enthusiastically took me on a “guided
tour” of the Parivaar campus. In a garder right next
to the ofﬁces I met Parivaar’s children, who were
busy with their annual sports events. They were
also planning to go for a picnic that afternoon to the
new complex where the expanded Parivaar centre
is scheduled to move in the near future. Arindam
and the children asked me to stay and join them for
the picnic that afternoon, but I had to go back home
and get on with my overbooked schedule, which is
typical of my trips back home. As I left I was presented with a wonderful New Year’s card from the
children, with their own painting on it. I hope to
visit the new centre, Bala Ashram, on my next visit to India and see how the children and Parivaar
have grown.
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Primary Education in India
Anirban Dasgupta, Asha Cornell

Suchitra Mondal 10 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Asha for Education, started in the early nineties,
has reached its teens now. Having passed through
the initial throes of deciding organizational protocols and searching for fundraising avenues, it certainly is time now, as it is always, to revisit the ideals that justify its existence. Whether it is for the
purpose of explaining our goals to our patrons, or
for the sake of having a clear vision guiding us, it is
necessary that we look into what the collective consciousness of Asha if trying to achieve in India.

of John Dewey, according to whom it was vitally important that education not be the teaching of mere
dead facts, but that the skills and knowledge which
students learned be integrated fully into their lives
as citizens and human beings.Coming back to modern times, Amartya Sen views education as something that gives individuals power to reﬂect and
make better choices, and seek a voice in society.

The mission of Asha is to catalyze socio-economic
change in India through education. The importance
of education seems to be universally accepted now.
So much so that no parent, who can afford to have
his or her children educated, misses out on schooling. But does the importance of education as a concerto really extend to the infallibility of the current
education system? Does the view of education as an
instrument of socio-economic change imply that the
current education system can be trusted to achieve
this vision?

Does the conventional educational system really
enable us to achieve these lofty aims? Indeed, while
no one will say that we have a perfect system in
place, all is surely not lost either. At lease statistically, the role of formal education in reducing
poverty and income inequality is an accepted fact.
The World Bank Development Report on education
claims that there is an undisputed correlation between unequal access to educational opportunity
and income inequality. Undoubtedly, all of us can
recall inspiring examples in which a chance of being formally educated has really acted in a catalytic
role for an individual or a family.

In examining this question, let us ﬁrst look into
how different social scientist and philosophers have
characterized education. Plato views education as
the key to creating and sustaining the Republic, and
hence the process of education as the training needed for the purpose. Rousseau, on the other hand,
views the child as an active learner. And education
is the process successfully and truthfully nourishing the inherent curiosity in the child. The modern
views of education has much to do with the ideas

But these success stories of the education system
are often elusive. The story of the exceptional individual represents but her own struggle, and the
climb to the top of the social ladder is often in spite
of the current system, not because of it. The statistics regarding the effectiveness of primary education system too has a different story to tell. Consider the following eye-opening facts from the PROBE
survey (Public Report on Basic Education in India,
1999). For too long, the lact of basic education in
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India has been blamed on the apathy of the parents,
claim being that most parents prefer to have their
children work rather than go to school, in order to
supplement the family income. PROBE shattered
this myth by revealing that parents in even the
least developed states want their children to be educated. In rural Uttar Pradesh 92% of the parents
considered it important for their girl children to be
educated the ratio rising to 100% when asked about
boys. In Bihar, the ﬁgures were 88 and 99% respectively. If that is the case, what prevents parents
from sending their children to school and achieving nearly universal education today? As PROBE
states, “ for one thing, motivation for education
need not be the same as motivation for schooling:
parents may be convinced of the value of education,
and yet feel that the schooling system fails to provide much education”.

Further, the following is a case study from
PROBE:
“Nandu is 10, and has been to school for four years.
He can make our individual letters but cannot pronounce a single word. His elder sister, who dropped
out after class 3, cannot read either. Nor can his
friend Chena Lal who is in class 5. Chena Lal has
conﬁrmed what Nandu’s uncle knew already: sending Nandu to school has been a waste of precious
time and money.”
So what really is at fault is the education system
in India. In truth, the education system today has
been reduced as means to an end, the end being
earning degrees in order to get salaries jobs. Since
the teachers and the government alike are in the
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business of producing more and more degreed people, the process of educating the child has fallen by
the wayside, and what remains are practices such
as having one teacher for a school of over hundred,
paralyzing curriculum, absence of teaching aids,
uninspiring school environments, marginalization
of underprivileged children, and teachers who are
discouraged or unmotivated (PROBE). Is this the
education system we can trust to effect socio-economic change in India? Aside from the fact that the
operational structure of the educational system is
ridden with numerous plagues, the inherent problem lies in the fact that our education system has
the crippling problem of being single-minded in its
goal. Education that should have been a tool for

occupational mobility instead leads to drying up of
the choices that the students face in life. The result is a high dropout rate, probably better designated as push-outs.Consider another instance of
education being at conﬂict with some notion of development. What about issue of education for the
tribal communities? These indigenous communities in india often have their own language, culture
and skills. If the best way to educate someone were
to enhance on his/her inherent capabilities, then
would be consider forcing these communities into
the conﬁnements of the current educational system,
and thus paving the way for the destruction of their
own culture, as being development? Would we not
be contributing to the loss of tribal culture directly
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by promoting such schools in this community? It
this homogenizing of the community really what we
mean by development?
Having argued whether our current notion of education is really a catalyst to development, I must
ﬁnally admit that there really is no simple answer
known to me. The two notions, here, education and
development can have numerous interpretations.
And what is certainly clear is that while education
should help people make informed and empowered
choices, it should certainly not contribute to the
abandonment of previously available ones, for that
is not a sustainable model. Literacy rate is certainly not education, nor can education be measured
solely in years of enrollment. What matters is what
students learn, retain, and apply in life. Conventional education does not even seem to contribute
towards the ethical or progressive values of an individual. The idea that education should be holistic
is not new, as we have seen already. Gandhiji also
believe that schools could be made self-supporting
by imparting education through a productive craft.
This is different from the half-hearted attempts at
vocational education that tried to only play a marginal role by providing an exit route, while still being relegated to a less prestigious option.

While I do not claim to know where the solution
to this question would emerge from, in my opinion
there are at least two initiatives in Asha that seem
to carry potential of presenting an answer. Or maybe the answer will come out of a synthesis of the
two.The ﬁrst is the growing involvement of Asha
with the government schools. Currently Asha is involved with several organizations working directly
with the ‘Adopt a School’ program of the Karnataka government. By ensuring proper accountability
through community’s participation in the School
Management Committees and boosting classroom
teaching through proper training, we hope to achieve
an improvement in the classroom environment and
dropout rates. The second initiative is the Learning Network, a network of individuals and organizations who address problems in the conventional
education system and research new and meaningful learning frameworks and methods. The network
has a special emphasis on making quality education and resources available to economically poor
sections. Many of these efforts have demonstrated
that schools can indeed be a happy place of holistic learning, where children have an opportunity to
learn not just skill sets, but also shape their overall
personalities. Many of these groups have created
an environment that encourages values leading to
a better society.
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What seems to be needed now in the sphere of primary education is a policy change. Hopefully, by
working through NGOs and government schools
that act as seeds of ideas, we will manage to generate enough public initiative so as to effect a broad
level policy change. The neglect of elementary education has been a persistent feature of public policy
in most states throughout the post-independence period, the colonial record being even worse. If anything
is to change, we need to generate a broad-based

advocacy effort to make elementary education a
priority for governments and a visible public and
political concern.
References and Further Reading:
1) http://www.ashanet.org/index.
php?page=resources
2) http://www.ai.mit.edu/people/vkumar/asha/
ashavisionarticle.html
3) http://www.learningnet.india.org/
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Purna Pragna Trust
Asha Detroit

Rinku Mondal 10 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Purna Pragna Trust, also referred to as Purna Pragna School, is an alternate education school located
at Alanahalli on the outskirts of Mysore in Karnataka. Purna Pragna School has a high teacher to
student ratio at about 7 or 8 students per teacher.
Purna Pragna School, run by Mrs. Tara Gopinath,
uses the teaching techniques pioneered by David
Horshborough – hailed as the Father of Non-Formal
Education. Tara played a very active role in starting the school. Prior to her involvement with this
school, Tara had 13 years of teaching experience at
a formal school. Her sister, Malathi, currently runs
a similar alternate education school (Vikasana) in
Bangalore. Both Tara and her sister are part of a
forum that periodically meets to review and adjust
their teaching techniques.
The students at Purna Pragna School range from
an age of roughly four to ﬁfteen. Students are encouraged to learn at their own pace and the regular
government syllabus is introduced only when the
student is mentally prepared. For the academic
year 2004-05, thirteen new students were admitted
and four graduated, increasing the school’s strength
from 31 to 40. This spring, several of their students
took internally administered 7th standard exams
and received high marks and they are waiting to
hear for the results for some of the government administered 10th standard exams.
In 2005, Jana Shikhana Sanstha, an organization
recognized by UNICEF for its contribution to development, will conduct vocational training classes in

various areas. Classes are planned in tailoring,
greeting-card making, electrical appliance repair
and maintenance, and computers. The approach is
need based and ﬂexible so that a holistic training of
a particular program is imparted. For example, the
tailoring course encircles machine repair, ﬁrst aid
and darning. Currently, twelve students are being
trained in tailoring.
Purna Pragna School is expecting a challenging
year ahead for 2005. The Mysore Urban Development Authority is planning to build a ring road
through part of the school grounds. Within the next
2 months, the government will announce the start
date for construction which will be sometime this
fall. The government has assured a minimum of
3 months notice to the school with monetary compensation prior to initiating construction. This
road construction impacts the school in two ways.
Firstly, the school must shift it’s well water source
to another area or utilize water from the municipal
water system. Secondly, one of the school’s three
buildings will be torn down and the school will
have to coordinate the erection of another building
at another location on the current school grounds.
Mrs. Gopinath plans to continue running the school
without interruption during this construction phase
with the limited facilities available.
If you would like to help, visit, or learn more about
the school, please feel free to contact Asha-Detroit
volunteer Deepak Aswani at tensor412@yahoo.com.
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Running the Marathon:
where to start

Tarun Bhalla, Asha Seattle

Subha Sarkar 13 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Completing a 26.2 mile run can be one of the most
exhilarating times of your life. Or it can be one of
the most humbling and painful experiences you can
live through. However, as our coach Chuck says, it
would turn out to be one of the greatest experiences
only if you are mentally, physically and emotionally
prepared. Further, once you know that you are doing it for a cause (like I did for Asha which focuses
on underprivileged children’s education). The joys
of the experience automatically grow ten times.
In order to ensure that you are prepared for the
marathon experience, here are few things to remember before you start training:
Build a Base: The ﬁrst thing to evaluate is your current physical condition. Many experts believe that
a solid mileage base of 20-25 miles per week and a
long run of approximately 6 miles is a must before
you consider training a for a marathon.
In case, you are not running that much, this does
not mean that you cannot build a base. It is challenging, but not impossible.

Will they make it trhough both the training and the
marathon?
Socks are another small but not inconsequential
thing to consider. Which type work best for you ( i.e
thin, thick, two layers, etc). A good pair of socks is
crucial for maintaining your comfort level during a
grueling marathon run.
Next, consider your running apparel. Chaﬁng is
a major concern especially during ling runs like
the marathon. Also consider how much and what
type of clothing you need to be comfortable but not
feel uncomfortable or overheated ( i.e tights, longsleeves, hat, gloves, etc.)
Beyond apparel, consider those items you might
need to out on your body to reduce pain and inﬂammation during the marathon (analgesic creams for
pain and Vaseline/bodylube for chaﬁng or energy
gels that you carry for sustenance).

Use the Right Equipment: As you settle into your
training schedule and the weekly mileage and long
runs increase, you need to decide up front what running equipment is right for you.

Cross Training : An athlete can both rest and work
out at the same time by cross-training. Cross-training gives you a break from the pounding of running while still receiving aerobic beneﬁts. Great
cross-training activities include cycling, swimming,
cross-country skiing, strength training, and even
some stretching.

First, think about your shoes. Which type of shoes
work best for you? Is your current pari comfortable?
What is the mileage on the pair you are wearing?

Marathon training is a process where you break the
body down so that it will rebuild itself stronger than
before. In order for the rebuilding process to occur,
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you must give yourself the proper amount of rest
in between periods of intense activity. It is recommended that beginners schedule 2-3 nonconsecutive days for complete rest (no cross-training) while
intermediate to advanced runners may want to incorporate some cross-training on two of the days
that novices are resting.
Eat Right : Eating a proper diet is very crucial for
marathon training. Complex carbohydrates should
make up at least 65% of your normal dietary intake
during most of your training. In the ﬁnal few days
before the marathon, increase the amount of complex carbohydrates you are consuming. This is

called Carboloading. It works by adding additional
glycogen to your body which is the fuel your muscles will burn while running. Additionally, glycogen means more running miles without “hitting
the wall”.
There is more to the training tips and I have not
covered all of them. However, following these would
be a good to start with. If you have any more questions please feel free to send me a note at tarun.
bhalla@gmail.com.
In compiling this note, I have relied on several webresources and Chuck’s training sessions, as well as
put in personal observations.
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Project Sankalp
Asha Dallas

Sathi Das 12 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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One of the projects supported by Asha Dallas this
year is Sankalp Welfare Society in Gurgaon, Haryana. Gurgaon has witnessed a lot of construction
activity in the recent past, hence the number of unskilled migratory workers in this area is very high.
With both parents working, the children are left
aimless and unattended at the work sites.
Sankalp provides free education for the children
(in the age group of 4 to 16 years) of these migratory
workers, hawkers and rickshaw pullers. This school
beneﬁts about 2,000 families belonging to this strata of society, living within a distance of 4 kilometers
from the school. Besides education, students are
given a free midday meal, ﬁve days a week. Clothes,
shoes, toys and books donated by the homeowners

in the vicinity are given to the students. Health camps
are organized for the children and their parents.
In their quest to spread education (especially among
the girl-child), Sankalp is working towards setting
up a mobile school. A van equipped with a teacher
and teaching supplies will go to the Jhuggi clusters
at designated times and set up a temporary classroom outside the van.
Since Sankalp’s establishment in 1996, 1000 students have been made literate. Today the school
has a strength of about 200 students and the numbers are growing each year.
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Made by the consolidated effort of Asha Treasury Team 2005

Soumi Sarkar 12 years
Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta
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Chapter Accounts Summary

Chapter
Ann Arbor
Arizona
Athens
Atlanta
Austin
Bangalore
Berkeley
Canada
Central NJ
Chennai
Chicago
Cincinatti
Cleveland
Colorado
Cornell
Corvallis
Dallas
DC
Delaware
Delhi
Detroit
Flint
FSU
Heartland
Houston
Hydrabad

Opening
Balance

Funds
Collected

Funds
Disbursed

Closing
Balance

Disburse
Ratio

3,292.00
34,825.91
8,128.03
9,701.58
6,924.21
5,261.28
61,218.28
0.00
53,652.25
3,784.17
36,489.05
7,205.70
9,647.46
48,260.94
20,358.79
8,474.83
23,001.79
48,802.00
18,264.78
3,550.20
35,963.43
0.00
25.22
1,571.50
12,218.47
1,757.64

1,164.50
76,310.70
399.40
13,701.36
59,670.24
3,851.00
32,414.15
129.00
45,596.39
25,690.00
45,520.36
684.03
66,132.75
75,026.26
12,286.53
10,768.40
12,123.74
49,568.01
10,539.53
3,094.00
15,144.04
18,725.71
0.00
20.50
19,528.63
3,035.00

1,000.00
47,036.00
0.00
3,200.00
35,456.87
2515.00
25,551.00
0.00
43,325.00
22,452.00
31,500.00
1000.00
28,413.96
55,924.00
13,000.00
4,250.00
16,441.00
33,627.00
15,917.00
1,500.00
22,285.00
10,446.00
0.00
0.00
10,427.00
0.00

3,439.50
63,764.44
8,518.43
20,202.94
29,561.33
6,501.55
67,321.72
116.40
53,474.54
6,628.27
45,507.71
6870.02
47,307.27
89,037.79
19,593.05
14,993.23
18,438.25
63,905.01
12,795.78
5,051.38
28,128.69
8,273.44
25.22
1,592.00
20,324.15
4,701.59

0.86
0.62
0.00
0.23
0.59
0.65
0.79
0.00
0.95
0.87
0.69
1.46
0.43
0.45
1.06
0.39
1.36
0.68
1.51
0.48
1.47
0.56
N/A
0.00
0.53
0.00
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Chapter
Indiana
Irvine
Kanpur
Kentucky
Kolkata
LA29,642.41
London
Madison
Master
MHV
Minnesota
MIT/Boston
MSU
Mumbai
Nashville
NYCNJ
Philly
Portland
Princeton
Penn State
Pune
Purdue
Redlands
Rochester
Salt Lake
Santa Barbara
Seattle
Silicon Valley
South East
St.Louis

Opening
Balance

Funds
Collected

10,040.50
14,542.61
534.47
6,055.50
3,327.00
36,067.28
0.00
18,474.75
364,616.57
79,030.94
0.00
44,840.24
2,718.07
1,843.97
358.15
141,719.81
5,437.25
12,564.72
26,680.28
2,427.00
1,315.32
692.97
17,257.20
80.00
2,471.72
426.52
901,192.13
387,224.29
488.55
17,147.34

104.00
606.00
551.00
250.00
1,262.00.
22,905.00
682.75
8,023.55
301,559.17
34,432.56
151.72
46,169.75
5,059.00
2,587.00
50.00
199,125.44
5,825.66
18,815.55
23,305.86
924.75
1,125.00
5,414.71
4,004.60
0.00
1,884.47
50.00
854,336.91
483,508.92
0.00
45,373.10

Funds
Disbursed
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
39,963.00
0.00
0.00
13,496.00
10,550.00
0.00
31,932.00
6,000.00
500.00
0.00
84,127.37
5,507.00
15,000.00
19,800.00
919.00
1000.00
0.00
10,918.03
0.00
1,600.00
0.00
448,410.71
248,280.74
0.00
46,341.00
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Closing
Balance
10,141.38
15,130.43
1,068.94
6,254.66
4,551.24
0.64
453.65
26,498.00
643,508.93
102,876.92
58.92
57,748.78
1,734.21
2,853.36
406.65
251,629.58
5,635.69
16,380.27
30,098.54
2,432.75
1,406.57
6,062.68
10,343.77
80.00
2,754.69
226.52
1,302,837.77
617,240.87
488.55
13,503.79

Disburse
Ratio
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.04
0.31
0.00
0.69
1.19
0.19
0.00
0.42
0.95
0.80
0.85
0.99
0.89
0.00
2.73
N/A
0.85
0.00
0.52
0.51
N/A
1.02
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Chapter

Opening
Balance

Funds
Collected

Stamford
Stanford
Syracuse
Toledo
Tsunami
UFlorida
UIUC
WAH
Yale
Zurich

23,996.68
27,489.85
4,203.84
9,203.00
129,669.20
306.52
21,760.17
3,501.22
10,154.02
0.00
2,785,725.39

Total

Funds
Disbursed

Closing
Balance

33,085.97
60,705.00
0.00
29,759.35
183,006.17
1,273.60
10,156.95
95,794.00
17,211.40
250.00

13,853.00
45,534.00
2,745.00
10,160.00
96,680.00
0.00
13,345.00
81,134.75
8,711.00
0.00

41,850.95
42,217.19
1,458.84
28,640.25
211,078.79
1,549.07
18,025.47
18,645.09
18,431.28
242.50

0.42
0.75
N/A
0.34
0.54
0.00
1.31
0.85
0.51
0.00

3,113608.52

1,644,726.43

4,203,584.82

0.53
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Portland

TSUNAMI PROJECTS – KANCHEEPURAM DISTRICT
TSUNAMI PROJECTS –RELIEF EFFORTS
TSUNAMI PROJECTS –CUDDALORE DISTRICT
Total

MIT

Jaher
NIAS
PSD-Natpurwa
PSD-Sahanivasa
PSD-TRY
Shikshana
SPRAT
SVYM
TEA Trust
Total

MHV

Vivekananda Education Society For The Children
Aasara
Total

Chicago
Aralu
Asmita

$11,000.00
$1,000.00
$3,000.00
$15,000.00
$1,329.00
$2,000.00
$6,000.00
$14,600.00
$1,320.00
$1,000.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,683.00
$33,932.00
$7,800.00
$2,750.00
$10,550.00
$8,200.00
$6,850.00
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Gramya Sansthan
Muskaan
Navjyoti
Pride
Asha-India
Total

$4,000.00
$600.00
$11,000.00
$250.00
$600.00
$31,500.00

Philadelphia
Vikahar
AIM for SEVA
Total

$4,007.00
$1,500.00
$5,507.00

Bangalore

Odanadi
Kalpa Vriksha
Total

$200.00
$2,315.00
$2,515.00

Delhi

Vigyan Vijay Foundation
Total

Syracuse
Charity
Total

$1,500.00
$1,500.00
$745.00
$745.00

Berkeley

Gyandeep Vidylaya
Manipur Project
Amar Seva Sangam
Sahyog - Anusandhan Trust
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$1,100.00
$1,000.00
$3,436.00
$4,935.00
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BTS
MSET
AHEAD
Total

$2,500.00
$2,400.00
$10,180.00
$25,551.00

Chennai

Tsunami Relief
Sangamam
SAC Asha Chennai Scholarships
DREAM
ECTAL
Little Flower School
First Step
Jeba Scholarship
Total

DC

Computer Center Funding, Kondlahalli Project
Sahyog, Ahemdabad
SWEET Project, Ambarnath, Mumbai
Mahesh Pandey Fellowship, May 2005-2006
Sahyog, Ahemdabad (2004-2005 commitment)
Nalamdana
Phulenagar Project, Mumbai
Asha Samajik Vidyalay, Lucknow
BARLI Development Institute for Rural Women
FORWORD
Total

Detroit
Biswa

$1,350.00
$3,879.00
$11,173.00
$1,266.00
$1,199.00
$2,000.00
$1,325.00
$260.00
$22,452.00
$1,200.00
$6,000.00
$2,900.00
$3,000.00
$4,280.00
$3,500.00
$3,500.00
$2,622.00
$2,000.00
$4,625.00
$33,627.00
$6,106.00
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Kuvempu
Purna Pragna Trust
Shanti Sadhana
Total

$5,235.00
$5,944.00
$5,000.00
$22,285.00

Los Angeles

Street to School*
Mithram
Vanashree
Youth Dreams
Punjab Istri Sabha
Bridge the Gap
Basera-E-Tabassum*
Parikrama*
Asha-Delhi*
Karunai
Bharathi Trust, Chennai (Tsunami)
Asha Chennai Project (Tsunami)
Total

Princeton

Vasundhara
Khajurdaha Nabankur United Club
Tribal Health Initiative
Vasundhara
Total

PSU

Child Slavery Project
Total
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$2,700.00
$3,000.00
$2,500.00
$2,050.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$475.00
$1,000.00
$100.00
$5,000.00
$2,080.00
$22,905.00
$5,000.00
$6,500.00
$4,300.00
$4,000.00
$19,800.00
$919.00
$919.00
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Redlands

Vigyan Ashram
Adarsh ‘Ilm’ Vidhyalaya
ILM
Shraddha
Ramakrishna Athmalayam
Edayanchavadi Project
Total

$2,950.00
$1,330.00
$2,500.00
$1,455.00
$2,225.00
$458.03
$10,918.03

Yale

Girls Bicycle Project-Mann Vikar Samajik Sanstha
$500.00
AHA Fellowships for Mr. R. K. Chandravel and Mr. N. Raj Jeba Durai $5,420.00
Suyam Charitable Trust
$2,971.00
Total
$8,711.00

Ann Arbor

Chetna Project
Total

$1,000.00
$1,000.00

Arizona

Asha Samajik Vidyalaya
$6,298.00
Children’s Lovecastles Trust (CLT)
$2,500.00
Deena Bandhu
$3,250.00
Jeeva Jyothi
$6,888.00
Kasturbha
$5,000.00
Mathigiri School (Suyam Charitable Trust)
$1,250.00
Matrichaya Literacy Project
$1,650.00
National Initiative for the Blind/Vidya Vrikshah (Relief Foundation) $4,000.00
Rachana Society for Social Reconstruction
$2,600.00
Sri Sri Bijoy Krishna Ashram Relief Society (Vidyapith)
$3,000.00
Tsunami Akkarapetai Project - Asha Chennai
$9,600.00
Tsunami Back to School Project - Asha Chennai
$1,000.00
Total
$47,036.00
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Atlanta

Door Step School
Center for Rehabilitation for Blind Women
Tomorrow’s Foundation
Total

Austin

Asha Sikshan Sansthan
The Banyan
Bharatiya Jan Seva Ashram
Fellowship Siddamma
Gramin Shiksha Kendra
Prasanna Jyothi
Raja Shivaji Vidyalaya
Seva Chakkara Orphanage
Srishti Special Academy
Total

Central NJ

Mathru Educational Trust for Blind
Ashraya
Dakshinya
Kushi Development Society
Total

Cincinnati

Hellen Keller Blind School
Total

Cleveland

Uma’s Scholarship

$2,000.00
$2,400.00
$300.00
$4,700.00
$3,100.00
$1,400.00
$2,225.00
$2,700.00
$6,132.00
$4,200.00
$1,500.00
$10,600.00
$3,600.00
$35,456.87
$27,325.00
$7,000.00
$6,000.00
$3,000.00
$43,325.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$2,667.00
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Vidyarambam
Kanyakumari Conselling Center
Saathi
Chandra Talk Expense
Asha India
Total

Houston

Project Build Pasumai Trust
SACSAS
Shri Ramakrishna Sarada Educational Trust, Trichi
Total

Standford

Birla Institute of Technology, Mesra, Ranchi
ABHAS - TEACH Project in Kachi Colony
Inner Wheel Social Welfare and Eastern Education Trust
Swanirvar
Bharat Vidyalayam
Vanavasi Ashram Trust
People First Educational Charitable Trust
Childlink India Foundation
Akkarapettai
Mandra Lions Club
Savidya Upasamiti
PAT Project in Trichy
PEPS
Total

Flint

Karuna Trust - Shikshana Gangothri
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$10,000.00
$6,130.00
$6,201.96
$115.00
$3,300.00
$28,413.96
$5,302.00
$4,000.00
$585.00
$9,887.00
$12,300.00
$5,600.00
$2,000.00
$4,000.00
$7,111.00
$1,500.00
$1,493.00
$1,770.00
$2,000.00
$2,600.00
$800.00
$1,700.00
$2,660.00
$45,534.00
$10,000.00
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Ashraya
Total

$446.00
$10,446.00

Colorado

Sebama Foundation

$7,767.00

JDS
SNS
MG Residential School
VOICE
Total

Cornell

Madhya Pradesh Dalit Sangh
Baikunthapur Tarun Sangha (BTS)
Institute of Social Work
Jeevan Gnadoya Charitable Trust
Kaingkarya Social Welfare Organization
Total

Corvallis

Bhainsaha Junior High School
Raju Thapa’s Education Center, Kanpur, UP
Total

Dallas

Odanadi Seva Samasthe
WHY Children Center
Sankalp Welfare Society
S L Nagpal Education Center
TRY (Try to Reach)
Total
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$4,406.00
$4,400.00
$1,600.00
$15,751.00
$33,924.00
$4,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$4,000.00
$12,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,250.00
$4,250.00
$6,000.00
$1,941.00
$5,000.00
$2,300.00
$3,200.00
$18,441.00
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Delaware

Mother India Community Development (MICDA)
Sandhya Sanwardhan Sanstha
Total

Stanford

Tribal Empowerment
Assam Centre for Rural Development
Dhamma Dipa School
Total

Toledo

Project Vision
Tsunami
Project Frredom
Siddamma Fellowship
Asha India Honor
Satya & Dhanalakshmi
Project Trigger
Ashwati Scholarship
Shati Scholarship
Total

Seattle

Anugriha
Aralu
Asha Chennai Tsunami Relief
Astha
Avehi Abacus
Bharathi Trust
Bhoomi Heen Sewa Samithi
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$15,725.00
$192.00
$15,917.00
$2,000.00
$6,538.00
$5,315.00
$13,853.00
$2,700.00
$400.00
$2,000.00
$1,000.00
$4,050.00
$500.00
$150.00
$360.00
$550.00
$11,710.00
$27,000.00
$4,800.00
$16,600.00
$7,476.00
$126,000.00
$5,000.00
$39,500.00
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Project Disbursements

Champa Mahila Society
Chetanna
Door Step School
Each One Teach One
Gramya Sansthan

$28,972.00
$2,146.00
$7,000.00
$54,000.00
$3,000.00

Hemophilia-SAC
ISDGEI
Jagriti Bal Vikar Samiti
Jeevan Bhimanagar School
Jeevan Gnanodaya
Lead Into Light
Mamta Vidyalaya
Manipur
MICDA
Odanandi Seva Samsthe
Puvidham
Ravi Aluganti
RHEDT
RIM
Rural Development Trust
Shastri School
SIEDS
Spastics Society
Sumavanam
Support
Suyam
Swajot
TN School Reconstruction
Udhavum Karangai
UMBVS
Uthanu

$3,150.00
$3,000.00
$10,200.00
$1,650.00
$15,116.00
$342.71
$3,200.00
$2,000.00
$1,500.00
$10,000.00
$5,800.00
$3,000.00
$10,501.00
$14,400.00
$7,400.00
$7,920.00
$4,000.00
$3,000.00
$1,750.00
$19,520.00
$13,640.00
$2,680.00
$3,001.00
$7,080.00
$2,021.00
$8,145.00
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Project Disbursements

Vigyan Ashram
Vikasana
Juanga
Total

$9,750.00
$3,350.00
$2,460.00
$452,470.71

St. Louis

Anawin
Vikar Adhyayan Kendra
Baikunthapur Tarun Sangha
Support A Family
Eagai
Anawin IOI Tsunami Relief Project
CAST
Akkarapettai School Rebuilding
Details?
Asha Carbondale: Prachi
Asha Carbondale: Balwadi (Asha Chennai)
Asha Carbondale: Thrive
Total

Silicon Valley

National Association for the Blind
Ankur (Swadhar)
Sowbhagya Educational Trust
Centre for Development of Disadvantaged People
Ruchika Social Service Organization
Asha Darshan (Asha India)
Samrakshan Charitable Trust
Inner Wheel Social Welfare & Eastern Educational Trust
SETWIN Society
DEED Mangalore - Hameed Fellowship
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$1,000.00
$3,150.00
$6,000.00
$5,000.00
$3,835.00
$5,000.00
$5,555.00
$10,000.00
$651.00
$2,650.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$46,341.00
$34,661.00
$8,090.00
$17,411.00
$15,462.00
$8,755.00
$31,735.00
$11,198.00
$3,900.00
$2,948.00
$6,040.00
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Project Disbursements

Centre for Environment and Rural Technology
Varun (Asha India)
Bal Mahila Kalyan Jyotirgamaya
Anawin Trust
Jagriti Bal Vikar Samti
Shikshana Vahini
Reward Trust
Vallabh Bhai Fellowship
Kondh
Sri Saradatirtham
Vanavasi Ashram Trust
Savidya Upasamiti
Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement
Education Journal
Kuvempu (Bharathi Trust)
Asha Chennai: Support a Family
Asha Chennai: Tsunami Relief
IITk Foundation (Partner Org)
Total

Urbana-Champaign

Bhagwan Shri Ram’s Academy
Shrishti Special Academy
Swati Mahila Vikar Samiti
Voluntary Health Association of Tripura
Total

Work An Hour (WAH)
Asha Darshan
Asha Resource Center
Build (Pasumai Trust)

Annual Report 2005 Asha for Education

$1,540.00
$3,167.00
$1,000.00
$1,056.00
$16,810.00
$6,070.00
$7,747.00
$3,000.00
$6,585.00
$5,760.00
$6,750.00
$3,188.00
$18,375.00
$1,295.00
$4,703.00
$7,488.00
$8,751.00
$4,795.74
$248,280.74
$3,500.00
$3,960.00
$1,475.00
$4,410.00
$13,345.00
$6,239.00
$4,638.00
$5,840.00
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Project Disbursements

Conﬁdence (BCT)
Dhamma Dippa School
Drishti Viklang Sangh
Enabling Technologies
Kuvempu Trust
Mathru Residential School for the Blind
Muskaan
NICE
Sahyog, Gujrat
Sarada Kalyan Bhandar
To Reach You (TRY)
Vikas Adhyayan Kendra
Total

Tsunami

Asha India
Asha Honor
Anawim Trust
Bharathi Trust
Asha Chennai
ESG - Wire
Total

$4,860.00
$2,315.00
$3,500.00
$3,704.75
$3,750.00
$9,575.00
$3,789.00
$5,370.00
$5,290.00
$6,847.00
$10,000.00
$3,417.00
$79,134.75
$46,900.00
$18,375.00
$18,000.00
$11,160.00
$2,625.00
$1,620.00
$96,680.00

NYCNJ

Sarada Kalyan Bhandar
Timbaktu Collective
Seva Chakkara Samajam
Odanadi Seva Samstha
Namgyai Institute for People with Disability
Santiniketan Sishutirtha
Auroville Fund
Total
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$14,126.00
$13,500.00
$33,102.00
$10,000.00
$4,500.00
$7,140.00
$1,759.37
$84,127.37
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Project Disbursements

Master

Jharkand Adivasi Health, Education and Rural Dev Society
Asha India
Asha Chennai - Scholarships
Back to School Asha Chennai
Mathigiri
Total

MSU

ISDGEI
Muskaan
Total

$5,034.00
$1,002.00
$2,000.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$11,036.00
$3,000.00
$3,000.00
$6,000.00
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Consolidated Statement of Income

Fiscal Year

2004

2005

Revenues:

Direct public support
1,509,284
1,824,732
Indirect public support
256,784
440,711
Government grants
0
0
Total contributions, gifts and grants
1,766,068
2,265,443
Program service revenue
0
0
Membership Dues
0
0
Interest on savings and temporary cash investments
12,361
33,716
Dividends and interest from securities
0
0
Gross rents
0
0
Less: Rental expenses
0
0
Net rental income (or loss)
0
0
Gross revenue from sale of assets other than inventory
0
0
Less: Cost of other basis
0
0
Net income from sale of assets other than inventory
0
0
Gross revenue through special events and activities
832,035
1,066,570
Less: fundraising expenses
-237,647
-256,460
Net income from special events
594,388
810,110
Gross sales of inventory
20,275
11,777
Less: cost of goods sold
-32,137
-18,904
Net income/loss from sale of inventory
-11,862
-7,127
Other revenue*
6,256
11,667
Total Revenues

2,367,211
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3,113,809
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Consolidated Statement of Income

2004

2005

Grants and similar amounts paid
Management and general**
Fundraising (indirect)***
Payments to afﬁliates

1,433,034
5,424
24,819
0

1,644,726
22,258
28,965
0

Total expenses

1,463,277

1,695,949

Excess (or deﬁcit) for the year
Net assets and fund balances at the beginning of the year
Net assets and fund balances at the end of the year

903,934
1,836,656
2,740,590

1,417,860
2,740,590
4,158,450

Fiscal Year
Expenses:

* Donations from volunteers form Admin expenses
** Banding expenses, operational expenses, PO Box fees, Auditing expenses, and miscellaneous fees
*** Postage, shipping, printing, publications, publicity, ads and credit card transaction fees
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Coordination Team 2005

Board of Directors
President
Secretary
Projects
Public Relations
Fundraising
WebMaster

Netika Raval
Vignesh Nandakumar
Anand Raghavan
Minali Balaram
Sameer Kalra
Manoj Plakal

president@ashanet.org
secretary@ashanet.org
projects@ashanet.org
pr@ashanet.org
fundraising@ashanet.org
webmaster@ashanet.org
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Contact Information

Contact Information and Address
Asha for Education
PO Box 322
New York, NY- 10040-0322
USA.
http://www.ashanet.org
Phone No - 408-373-0868

Copyright Statement

All Annual Report design, text, graphics and the selection and arrangement thereof © 1992-2005,
Asha for Education, All Rights Reserved. Permission is granted to distribute electronic and print copies
of the Asha for Education Annual Report 2005 for personal and private use as an information resource.
Any other use of materials in this publication, including but not limited to reproduction for purposes other
than those noted above, modiﬁcation, republication, re-transmission or public showing, without the prior
written permission of Asha for Education, is strictly prohibited.

Annual Report Team

Alivia Sil, Sudeshna Das, Jessica Yadav, Venkatesh Iyengar. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank the past and present co-ordination team and every member of Asha For Education for their
valuable inputs and suggestions.

Annual Report Design
Sudeshna Das

Artwork on the Front Cover : Milan Bapari 11 years, Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta.
Artwork on the Back Cover : Monika Sarkar, 12 years, Project Kalyania, Asha Atlanta.
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Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax

2005

Under section 501(c), 527, or 4947(a)(1) of the Internal Revenue Code (except black lung
benefit trust or private foundation)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

A

Address change
Name change
Initial return

✔



Final return
Amended return
Application pending

G Website:



, 2005, and ending Dec 31st

Please C Name of organization
use IRS
Asha for Education
label or
print or
Number and street (or P.O. box if mail is not delivered to street address) Room/suite
type.
P.O.Box 322
See
Specific
City or town, state or country, and ZIP + 4
Instructions.
New York, NY 10040-0322

● Section 501(c)(3) organizations and 4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable
trusts must attach a completed Schedule A (Form 990 or 990-EZ).

www.ashanet.org

J Organization type (check only one)



✔ 501(c) ( 3 )  (insert no.)

4947(a)(1) or

527

if the organization’s gross receipts are normally not more than $25,000. The
K Check here 
organization need not file a return with the IRS; but if the organization chooses to file a return, be
sure to file a complete return. Some states require a complete return.

Gross receipts: Add lines 6b, 8b, 9b, and 10b to line 12

L

Part I

Net Assets

Expenses

Revenue

1
a
b
c
d
2
3
4
5
6a
b
c
7

Open to Public
Inspection

The organization may have to use a copy of this return to satisfy state reporting requirements.

For the 2005 calendar year, or tax year beginning Jan 1st

B Check if applicable:

Signature



, 20 05

D Employer identification number

77 0459884
E Telephone number
(

408 ) 373 0868

F Accounting method:

✔

Other (specify)

Cash

Accrual



H and I are not applicable to section 527 organizations.
Yes ✔ No
H(a) Is this a group return for affiliates?
H(b) If “Yes,” enter number of affiliates 
H(c) Are all affiliates included?
(If “No,” attach a list. See instructions.)
H(d) Is this a separate return filed by an
organization covered by a group ruling?

Yes

Yes

No

✔

No

I Group Exemption Number 
M Check 
if the organization is not required
to attach Sch. B (Form 990, 990-EZ, or 990-PF).

Revenue, Expenses, and Changes in Net Assets or Fund Balances (See the instructions.)
Contributions, gifts, grants, and similar amounts received:
1824732
1a
Direct public support
440711
1b
Indirect public support
0
1c
Government contributions (grants)
2223813 noncash $
41630 )
1d
Total (add lines 1a through 1c) (cash $
2
Program service revenue including government fees and contracts (from Part VII, line 93)
3
Membership dues and assessments
4
Interest on savings and temporary cash investments
5
Dividends and interest from securities
0
6a
Gross rents
0
6b
Less: rental expenses
6c
Net rental income or (loss) (subtract line 6b from line 6a)
)
7
Other investment income (describe 
(A) Securities

2265443
0
0
33716
0

0
0

(B) Other

8a Gross amount from sales of assets other
0 8a
0
than inventory
0 8b
0
b Less: cost or other basis and sales expenses
0 8c
0
c Gain or (loss) (attach schedule)
8d
d Net gain or (loss) (combine line 8c, columns (A) and (B))
9 Special events and activities (attach schedule). If any amount is from gaming, check here 
0 of
a Gross revenue (not including $
1066570
9a
contributions reported on line 1a)
256460
9b
b Less: direct expenses other than fundraising expenses
9c
c Net income or (loss) from special events (subtract line 9b from line 9a)
11777
10a
10a Gross sales of inventory, less returns and allowances
18904
10b
b Less: cost of goods sold
10c
c Gross profit or (loss) from sales of inventory (attach schedule) (subtract line 10b from line 10a)
11
11 Other revenue (from Part VII, line 103)
12 Total revenue (add lines 1d, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6c, 7, 8d, 9c, 10c, and 11)
12
13
13 Program services (from line 44, column (B))
14
14 Management and general (from line 44, column (C))
15
15 Fundraising (from line 44, column (D))
16
16 Payments to affiliates (attach schedule)
17 Total expenses (add lines 16 and 44, column (A))
17
18
18 Excess or (deficit) for the year (subtract line 17 from line 12)
19
19 Net assets or fund balances at beginning of year (from line 73, column (A))
20
20 Other changes in net assets or fund balances (attach explanation)
21 Net assets or fund balances at end of year (combine lines 18, 19, and 20)
21

For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the separate instructions.

Cat. No. 11282Y

0

810110

-7127
11667
3113809
1644726
22258
28965
0
1695949
1417860
2740590
0
4158450
Form

990

(2005)

VERSION B
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I.R.S. SPECIFICATIONS
TO BE REMOVED BEFORE PRINTING
INSTRUCTIONS TO PRINTERS
FORM 990, PAGE 2 of 8
MARGINS: TOP 13 mm (1⁄2 "), CENTER SIDES.
PRINTS: HEAD TO HEAD
PAPER: WHITE WRITING, SUB. 20.
INK: BLACK
1
7
FLAT SIZE: 216 mm (8 ⁄2 ")  835 mm (32 ⁄8 ),
1
PERFORATE: ON FOLD
FOLDED TO 216 mm (8 ⁄2 ")  279 mm (11")
DO NOT PRINT — DO NOT PRINT — DO NOT PRINT — DO NOT PRINT

Form 990 (2005)

Part II

Page

All organizations must complete column (A). Columns (B), (C), and (D) are required for section 501(c)(3) and (4)
Statement of
Functional Expenses organizations and section 4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trusts but optional for others. (See the instructions.)

Do not include amounts reported on line
6b, 8b, 9b, 10b, or 16 of Part I.
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
44

2

Grants and allocations (attach schedule)
1620139 noncash $
0)
(cash $
If this amount includes foreign grants, check here 
Specific assistance to individuals (attach
schedule)
Benefits paid to or for members (attach
schedule)
Compensation of officers, directors, etc.
Other salaries and wages
Pension plan contributions
Other employee benefits
Payroll taxes
Professional fundraising fees
Accounting fees
Legal fees
Supplies
Telephone
Postage and shipping
Occupancy
Equipment rental and maintenance
Printing and publications
Travel
Conferences, conventions, and meetings
Interest
Depreciation, depletion, etc. (attach schedule)
Other expenses not covered above (itemize):
Bank
Credit card transaction fees
Publicity and Ads
Operational expense
PO Box
Auditing expenses
Miscellaneous expenses

(A) Total

22

(B) Program
services

(C) Management
and general

(D) Fundraising

1620139

1620139

23

24587

24587

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
264
0
0
1986
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
264
0
0
1986
0
0
0
0

43a
43b
43c
43d
43e
43f
43g

2138
22482
4233
6780
654
2000
10686

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2138
0
0
6780
654
2000
10686

0
22482
4233
0
0
0
0

Total functional expenses. Add lines 22
through 43. (Organizations completing
columns (B)-(D), carry these totals to lines
13 –15)

1695949
1644726
22258
44
Joint Costs. Check 
if you are following SOP 98-2.

Are any joint costs from a combined educational campaign and fundraising solicitation reported in (B) Program services?
If “Yes,” enter (i) the aggregate amount of these joint costs $
(iii) the amount allocated to Management and general $

; (ii) the amount allocated to Program services $
; and (iv) the amount allocated to Fundraising $

28965
Yes

✔ No
;
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7
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1
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Form 990 (2005)

Part III

Page

3

Statement of Program Service Accomplishments (See the instructions.)

Form 990 is available for public inspection and, for some people, serves as the primary or sole source of information about a
particular organization. How the public perceives an organization in such cases may be determined by the information presented
on its return. Therefore, please make sure the return is complete and accurate and fully describes, in Part III, the organization’s
programs and accomplishments.
What is the organization’s primary exempt purpose?



Funding education related projects in India

All organizations must describe their exempt purpose achievements in a clear and concise manner. State the number
of clients served, publications issued, etc. Discuss achievements that are not measurable. (Section 501(c)(3) and (4)
organizations and 4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trusts must also enter the amount of grants and allocations to others.)

Program Service
Expenses
(Required for 501(c)(3) and
(4) orgs., and 4947(a)(1)
trusts; but optional for
others.)

a Avehi Abacus
Avehi Abacus project provides supplementary curriculum for economically deprived Mumbai
schools, and helps children make a connection between what they are taught in school and what
they experience in daily life. This project is situated in the city of Mumbai, Maharashtra state.

(Grants and allocations $
126000 ) If this amount includes foreign grants, check here
b Bhoomi Heen Seva Samiti
The Bhoomi Heen Seva Samiti project provides basic education and skills to the children of
landless people and to the extremely poor kids in the Banda district of Uttar Pradesh state.

(Grants and allocations

$

39500 ) If this amount includes foreign grants, check here



126000



39500



37974



36900

c Asha Darshan
Asha Darshan is located in the Nalbari district of Assam state in North East India. It provides
adequate resources to support the salaries of organizers and teachers and equipment for the
organization. Also provides midday meals and play materials to the children.

(Grants and allocations

$

37974 ) If this amount includes foreign grants, check here

d Mathru Educational trust
Providing quality education, vocational training, skills development, and job opportunities for
the visually impaired

(Grants and allocations $
36900 ) If this amount includes foreign grants, check here
e Other program services (attach schedule)
(Grants and allocations $
1404352 ) If this amount includes foreign grants, check here
f Total of Program Service Expenses (should equal line 44, column (B), Program services)



1404352
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Form 990 (2005)

Part IV
Note:

45
46

Page

Balance Sheets (See the instructions.)
Where required, attached schedules and amounts within the description
column should be for end-of-year amounts only.

(A)
Beginning of year

Cash—non-interest-bearing
Savings and temporary cash investments

0
0

47a
47b

47a Accounts receivable
b Less: allowance for doubtful accounts

0
48a
Pledges receivable
0
48b
Less: allowance for doubtful accounts
Grants receivable
Receivables from officers, directors, trustees, and key employees
(attach schedule)
51a Other notes and loans receivable (attach
0
51a
schedule)
0
51b
b Less: allowance for doubtful accounts
52 Inventories for sale or use
53 Prepaid expenses and deferred charges

54 Investments—securities (attach schedule)
Cost
FMV
55a Investments—land,
buildings,
and
0
55a
equipment: basis

Assets

48a
b
49
50

b Less: accumulated depreciation (attach
schedule)
56 Investments—other (attach schedule)
57a Land, buildings, and equipment: basis
b Less: accumulated depreciation (attach
schedule)
58 Other assets (describe  0

Liabilities

59

55b

0

57a

0
0

57b
)

Total assets (must equal line 74). Add lines 45 through 58.

60
61
62
63

Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Grants payable
Deferred revenue
Loans from officers, directors, trustees, and key employees (attach
schedule)
64a Tax-exempt bond liabilities (attach schedule)
b Mortgages and other notes payable (attach schedule)
65 Other liabilities (describe  0
)
66

4

Total liabilities. Add lines 60 through 65

(B)
End of year

35500 45
2705090 46

0
4158450

0 47c

0

0 48c
0 49

0
0

0 50

0

0
0
0
0

51c
52
53
54

0
0
0
0

0 55c
0 56

0
0

0 57c
0 58

0
0

2740590
0
0
0

59
60
61
62

4158450
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

63
64a
64b
65

0
0
0
0

0 66

0

Net Assets or Fund Balances



Organizations that follow SFAS 117, check here
and complete lines
67 through 69 and lines 73 and 74.
67 Unrestricted
68 Temporarily restricted
69 Permanently restricted
Organizations that do not follow SFAS 117, check here  ✔ and
complete lines 70 through 74.
70 Capital stock, trust principal, or current funds
71 Paid-in or capital surplus, or land, building, and equipment fund
72 Retained earnings, endowment, accumulated income, or other funds
73 Total net assets or fund balances (add lines 67 through 69 or lines
70 through 72;
column (A) must equal line 19; column (B) must equal line 21)
74 Total liabilities and net assets/fund balances. Add lines 66 and 73.

67
68
69

0 70
0 71
2740590 72

0
0
4158450

0 73
2740590 74

0
4158450
Form 990 (2005)
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Part IV-A

Page

Reconciliation of Revenue per Audited Financial Statements With Revenue per Return (See the
instructions.)

Total revenue, gains, and other support per audited financial statements
Amounts included on line a but not on Part I, line 12:
b1
Net unrealized gains on investments
b2
Donated services and use of facilities
b3
Recoveries of prior year grants
Other (specify):
b4

a

c
d
1
2

Add lines b1 through b4
Subtract line b from line a
Amounts included on Part I, line 12, but not on line a:
Investment expenses not included on Part I, line 6b
Other (specify):

b
c

e

Add lines d1 and d2
Total revenue (Part I, line 12). Add lines c and d

a
b
1
2
3
4

5

N/A

d1
d2

Part IV-B
a
b
1
2
3
4



d
e

Reconciliation of Expenses per Audited Financial Statements With Expenses per Return

Total expenses and losses per audited financial statements
Amounts included on line a but not on Part I, line 17:
Donated services and use of facilities
Prior year adjustments reported on Part I, line 20
Losses reported on Part I, line 20
Other (specify):

N/A

a
b1
b2
b3
b4

Add lines b1 through b4
Subtract line b from line a
c
Amounts included on Part I, line 17, but not on line a:
d
1 Investment expenses not included on Part I, line 6b
2 Other (specify):

b
c
d1
d2

e

d
e
Current Officers, Directors, Trustees, and Key Employees (List each person who was an officer, director, trustee,
or key employee at any time during the year even if they were not compensated.) (See the instructions.)

Add lines d1 and d2
Total expenses (Part I, line 17). Add lines c and d

Part V-A

(A) Name and address

Anand Raghavan
6103 Admiralty Lane, Foster City, CA 94404
Venkatesh Iyengar
559 Firloch Ave, #3, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Ruhina Surendran
915 N.San Jacinto, #2F, Houston, TX 77002
Sridhar Desikan
39 Dewitt Lane, Hillsborough, NJ 08844
Nidhi Choudhary
616 Washington Street, #1, Hoboken, NJ 07030
Madhav Acharya
4630 Collier Rd, #813, Beaumont, TX 77706
Shivshekar Kandavelu
3209 Las Palmas St., Houston TX 77027



(B)
(C) Compensation (D) Contributions to employee (E) Expense account
Title and average hours per (If not paid, enter
benefit plans & deferred
and other allowances
week devoted to position
compensation plans
-0-.)

President (25 hours)

0

0

0

CFO (25 hours)

0

0

0

Secretary (25 hours)

0

0

0

Director (25 hours)

0

0

0

Director (25 hours)

0

0

0

Director (25 hours)

0

0

0

Director (25 hours)

0

0

0
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Part V-A

Page

Current Officers, Directors, Trustees, and Key Employees (continued)

6

Yes No

75a Enter the total number of officers, directors, and trustees permitted to vote on organization business at board
7

meetings
b Are any officers, directors, trustees, or key employees listed in Form 990, Part V-A, or highest compensated
employees listed in Schedule A, Part I, or highest compensated professional and other independent
contractors listed in Schedule A, Part II-A or II-B, related to each other through family or business
relationships? If “Yes,” attach a statement that identifies the individuals and explains the relationship(s)
c Do any officers, directors, trustees, or key employees listed in Form 990, Part V-A, or highest compensated
employees listed in Schedule A, Part I, or highest compensated professional and other independent
contractors listed in Schedule A, Part II-A or II-B, receive compensation from any other organizations, whether
tax exempt or taxable, that are related to this organization through common supervision or common control?
Note. Related organizations include section 509(a)(3) supporting organizations.
If “Yes,” attach a statement that identifies the individuals, explains the relationship between this
organization and the other organization(s), and describes the compensation arrangements,
including amounts paid to each individual by each related organization.
d Does the organization have a written conflict of interest policy?

Part V-B

75b

✔

75c

✔

75d

✔

Former Officers, Directors, Trustees, and Key Employees That Received Compensation or Other Benefits (If any former
officer, director, trustee, or key employee received compensation or other benefits (described below) during the year, list that
person below and enter the amount of compensation or other benefits in the appropriate column. See the instructions.)
(A) Name and address

Part VI

(B) Loans and Advances

(C) Compensation

(D) Contributions to employee
benefit plans & deferred
compensation plans

(E) Expense
account and other
allowances

Other Information (See the instructions.)

Yes No

76

Did the organization engage in any activity not previously reported to the IRS? If “Yes,” attach a detailed
76
description of each activity
77
77 Were any changes made in the organizing or governing documents but not reported to the IRS?
If “Yes,” attach a conformed copy of the changes.
78a Did the organization have unrelated business gross income of $1,000 or more during the year covered by
78a
this return?
78b
b If “Yes,” has it filed a tax return on Form 990-T for this year?
79 Was there a liquidation, dissolution, termination, or substantial contraction during the year? If “Yes,” attach
79
a statement
80a Is the organization related (other than by association with a statewide or nationwide organization) through
common membership, governing bodies, trustees, officers, etc., to any other exempt or nonexempt
80a
organization?
b If “Yes,” enter the name of the organization 
and check whether it is
exempt or
nonexempt
81a
0
81a Enter direct and indirect political expenditures. (See line 81 instructions.)
b Did the organization file Form 1120-POL for this year?
81b

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

Form 990 (2005)
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Part VI

Page

Other Information (continued)

82a Did the organization receive donated services or the use of materials, equipment, or facilities at no charge
or at substantially less than fair rental value?
b If “Yes,” you may indicate the value of these items here. Do not include this
amount as revenue in Part I or as an expense in Part II.
82b
(See instructions in Part III.)
83a Did the organization comply with the public inspection requirements for returns and exemption applications?
b Did the organization comply with the disclosure requirements relating to quid pro quo contributions?
84a Did the organization solicit any contributions or gifts that were not tax deductible?
b If “Yes,” did the organization include with every solicitation an express statement that such contributions or
gifts were not tax deductible?
85 501(c)(4), (5), or (6) organizations. a Were substantially all dues nondeductible by members?
b Did the organization make only in-house lobbying expenditures of $2,000 or less?
If “Yes” was answered to either 85a or 85b, do not complete 85c through 85h below unless the organization
received a waiver for proxy tax owed for the prior year.
85c
c Dues, assessments, and similar amounts from members
85d
d Section 162(e) lobbying and political expenditures
85e
e Aggregate nondeductible amount of section 6033(e)(1)(A) dues notices
85f
f Taxable amount of lobbying and political expenditures (line 85d less 85e)
g Does the organization elect to pay the section 6033(e) tax on the amount on line 85f?
h If section 6033(e)(1)(A) dues notices were sent, does the organization agree to add the amount on line 85f
to its reasonable estimate of dues allocable to nondeductible lobbying and political expenditures for the
following tax year?
86 501(c)(7) orgs. Enter: a Initiation fees and capital contributions included on
86a
line 12
86b
b Gross receipts, included on line 12, for public use of club facilities
87a
87 501(c)(12) orgs. Enter: a Gross income from members or shareholders
b Gross income from other sources. (Do not net amounts due or paid to other
87b
sources against amounts due or received from them.)
At any time during the year, did the organization own a 50% or greater interest in a taxable corporation or
partnership, or an entity disregarded as separate from the organization under Regulations sections 301.7701-2
and 301.7701-3? If “Yes,” complete Part IX
89a 501(c)(3) organizations. Enter: Amount of tax imposed on the organization during the year under:
0 ; section 4912 
0 ; section 4955 
0
section 4911 

7

Yes No

✔

82a

83a
83b
84a
84b
85a
85b

✔
✔
✔

✔

85g

85h

88

b 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) orgs. Did the organization engage in any section 4958 excess benefit transaction
during the year or did it become aware of an excess benefit transaction from a prior year? If “Yes,” attach
a statement explaining each transaction
c Enter: Amount of tax imposed on the organization managers or disqualified persons during the year

under sections 4912, 4955, and 4958

d Enter: Amount of tax on line 89c, above, reimbursed by the organization
90a List the states with which a copy of this return is filed  California

✔

88

✔
89b

0
0

b Number of employees employed in the pay period that includes March 12, 2005 (See
90b
0
instructions.)
91a The books are in care of  Venkatesh Iyengar
Telephone no.  ( 408 ) 373 0868
94086-7793
ZIP + 4 
Located at  559 Firloch Ave, #3, Sunnyvale, CA
b At any time during the calendar year, did the organization have an interest in or a signature or other authority
over a financial account in a foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or other financial
account)?
If “Yes,” enter the name of the foreign country 
See the instructions for exceptions and filing requirements for Form TD F 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank
and Financial Accounts.
c At any time during the calendar year, did the organization maintain an office outside of the United States?
If “Yes,” enter the name of the foreign country 
92 Section 4947(a)(1) nonexempt charitable trusts filing Form 990 in lieu of Form 1041—Check here

and enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or accrued during the tax year
92

91b

Yes No
✔

✔

91c
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Page

8

Analysis of Income-Producing Activities (See the instructions.)

Part VII

Unrelated business income
Note: Enter gross amounts unless otherwise
(A)
(B)
indicated.
Business code
Amount
93
Program service revenue:
a
b
c
d
e
f Medicare/Medicaid payments
g Fees and contracts from government agencies
94
Membership dues and assessments
95
Interest on savings and temporary cash investments
96
Dividends and interest from securities
97
Net rental income or (loss) from real estate:
a debt-financed property
b not debt-financed property
98
Net rental income or (loss) from personal property
99
Other investment income
100
Gain or (loss) from sales of assets other than inventory
101
Net income or (loss) from special events
102
Gross profit or (loss) from sales of inventory
103
Other revenue: a Safeway Inc. Good neighbour
b Donations for Admin expenses
c Kannada Charitable Org of North America

d
e
104
Subtotal (add columns (B), (D), and (E))
Total (add line 104, columns (B), (D), and (E))
105
Note: Line 105 plus line 1d, Part I, should equal the amount on line 12, Part I.

Part VIII

Excluded by section 512, 513, or 514

(C)
Exclusion code

(D)
Amount

(E)
Related or
exempt function
income

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33716
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
810110
-7127
31
9363
2273
0
0
848366
848366



Relationship of Activities to the Accomplishment of Exempt Purposes (See the instructions.)
Explain how each activity for which income is reported in column (E) of Part VII contributed importantly to the accomplishment
of the organization’s exempt purposes (other than by providing funds for such purposes).

Line No.


N/A

Part IX

Information Regarding Taxable Subsidiaries and Disregarded Entities (See the instructions.)

(A)
Name, address, and EIN of corporation,
partnership, or disregarded entity

(B)
Percentage of
ownership interest

(C)
Nature of activities

(D)
Total income

(E)
End-of-year
assets

%
%
%
%

Information Regarding Transfers Associated with Personal Benefit Contracts (See the instructions.)

Part X

(a) Did the organization, during the year, receive any funds, directly or indirectly, to pay premiums on a personal benefit contract?
(b) Did the organization, during the year, pay premiums, directly or indirectly, on a personal benefit contract?
Note: If “Yes” to (b), file Form 8870 and Form 4720 (see instructions).

Yes ✔ No
Yes ✔ No

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best of my knowledge
and belief, it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than officer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

Please
Sign
Here

Paid
Preparer’s
Use Only




Signature of officer

Date

Venkatesh Iyengar, CFO
Type or print name and title.

Preparer’s
signature



Firm’s name (or yours
if self-employed),
address, and ZIP + 4

Date



Check if
selfemployed

Preparer’s SSN or PTIN (See Gen. Inst. W)


EIN



Phone no.

 (

)

Form 990 (2005)

